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Abstract 
For scientific and efficient management of scientific research projects generated huge 
amounts of heterogeneous data, this paper studies the scientific research project in the 
process of scientific data management method, data management method of the 
existing research both at home and abroad on the basis of the combination of existing 
information technology, the distributed storage of scientific data of HDFS and store the 
metadata information of mongo, combining to form a new scientific data management 
method, this method can reduce disk file scientific data access frequently called IO 
process, improve the rate of scientific data access and obtain, for scientific data 
management in the field of data management provide reference and reference. 
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1. Introduction 

 Scientific data is an important strategic resources, the natural science foundation (NSF) can 
be divided into four types, observation data, the experimental data and calculated data and 
record data [1], in the process of scientific research, because of the lack of scientific 
management, make scientific data, the phenomenon of the loss, in addition, in the process of 
scientific data management another tricky question is, what are the long-term preservation of 
scientific data need? How long is the shelf life? Is the key of the scientific data management 
method in the research problem, put forward the implementation of scientific research 
project of scientific data management method, which can effectively solve data loss in the 
history of scientific research, but also solved the problem of the long-term preservation of 
scientific data, so as to avoid repeated research in scientific research, can greatly save 
manpower, financial resources, promoted the process of the subsequent scientific research, 
therefore, it is necessary to explore the method of scientific data management research. 
Objects of scientific data management including research data, metadata[3, 4], scientific data 
management is a scientific data in the scientific research project life cycle to the research data, 
metadata management of all activities [2], the lifecycle data based on scientific data 
management activities include the following aspects: data collection, data analysis and 
processing, data storage, data mining, and Shared [5], and realize the above management 
activities, need certain technology and method [6].In scientific research data management 
method, related to the existing research results at home and abroad, such as Haitao Li believes 
that combines computer technology and Marine science data business, realize the 
management of the scientific data for Marine field [7], Lili Zhang also believe that the flexible 
application of information technology to the boundary of scientific data management is an 
important factor to promote the development of scientific data management [8], Jingran Ma 
think by creating such as indexes and sorting, establishing contact between tables, optimizing 
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scientific data management method [9] the query speed. Abroad on the study of scientific data 
management method, pay more attention to practice, focus on the information such as data 
type, data, or metadata format [10], Fischer M think data such as after the leave data 
acquisition device, usually need to go through several processing steps, can achieve the data 
published results [11], in the study of scientific research generated huge amounts of 
heterogeneous data, Stillerman J think such as metadata can help researchers to quickly 
understand and use scientific data [12], Huang X pointed out in the paper that mass data and 
metadata describing mass data are stored in HDFS and HBase, through which users can query 
mass data [13]. 
Review described above, management method was studied for the science data in the process 
of scientific research project at home and abroad has become a hot topic in the field of 
scientific data management, domestic research in scientific data management method, pay 
more attention to the theoretical study, put forward the application of modern information 
technology to different disciplines in the field of scientific data management, through the 
establishment of the index at the same time, provides a quick query, foreign to the scientific 
research data management method, from theory research to practice step by step, more focus 
on the practice of the scientific data management research, put forward using the hadoop and 
HBase to store huge amounts of heterogeneous scientific data, At the same time, metadata 
corresponding to scientific data is stored, and mass data is queried through metadata 
information, so as to access and obtain mass heterogeneous scientific data stored in HDFS and 
HBase. However, in the research of scientific data management methods, there are still some 
problems in the following aspects :(1) in the storage of massive heterogeneous scientific data, 
there is a lack of different storage methods for data according to different importance levels 
and frequent access.(2) in terms of the establishment of indexes, the practice method is too 
complicated based on the relationship between tables in the relational database, and the non-
relational database (NoSQL) is lacking in the method of fast establishment of indexes. For this, 
based on scientific data mass heterogeneous characteristics, using the mongo and HDFS in 
storage and access to scientific data, the characteristics of the scientific method of data 
management, and to achieve scientific research project implementation of the scientific data 
storage and access, in the process of this method has the advantage of long-term preservation 
of scientific data, and improve the speed of fast access to scientific data. 

2. Analysis of Data Management Techniques in Scientific Research 
Projects 

The efficient management of scientific data generated during the implementation of scientific 
research projects needs to rely on the development of modern information technology. 
Traditional data management relies on the traditional database to store data, and through the 
connection between tables, multiple tables are associated to achieve the query and access of 
data, with low efficiency and slow response speed. With the development of modern 
information technology, the storage mode of massive heterogeneous data has changed. This 
paper considers using distributed file system and non-relational database to manage data. 

2.1. Distributed File System(DFS) 
Distributed File System (DFS) means that the physical storage resources managed by the File 
System are not necessarily directly connected to the local node, but are connected to the node 
through the computer network. The distributed file system can effectively solve the problem 
of data storage and management [15]. Data set from the scientific research project in the 
HDFS, is on the basis of the size of the default data block in the hadoop shard, thus through 
metadata node information management information of each data block, the size of the data 
block in the Hadoop2.0 version the default setting is 128 m/block, the implementation of 
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scientific research project, can, according to the actual demand to set the size of the block of 
data to change the size of the block of data files. In addition, HDFS will copy data block 
information into multiple copies, which will be stored in different server file systems, and 
then the data block and copy will be stored in datanodes [16] to realize the data backup 
mechanism, which to some extent reduces the problem of scientific data loss. 

2.2. Non-relational Database (Nosql) 
Non-relational databases (NoSQL) include document databases such as mongoDB, in-memory 
databases such as redis, graph databases such as Neo4j, and column database Hbase on top of 
Hadoop. The data generated in scientific research projects include structured data, semi-
structured data and unstructured data. The use of non-relational database to process 
scientific data with different storage structures is relatively easy compared with the 
traditional structured database, and the query efficiency of the database is optimized. 
Scientific data generated in this paper, we study the scientific research projects, including 
research data also includes the study of metadata information, manage the metadata 
information, can further manage research data, therefore, the author proposed directing a 
document type database to store the data of the metadata information, at the same time, 
through access to detailed information and view the metadata, and then obtain metadata 
related research data, namely the generated in the raw data of scientific research project. 

3. Research on Scientific Data Management Methods 

Based on the above research, this paper analyzes the characteristics of modern information 
technology and applies modern information technology to the field of scientific data 
management, so as to ensure the high availability of scientific data and realize the long-term 
preservation and fast retrieval of scientific data. 

3.1. Management of Heterogeneous Data  
At present, during the implementation of scientific research projects, data of different formats 
and types are generated, including structured, semi-structured and unstructured data, such as 
text, pictures, video and audio [14]. Based on the distributed storage of HDFS and the idea of 
data backup, the author stores heterogeneous scientific data in the distributed file system 
(HDFS). In addition, this paper will introduce the metadata information of MongoDB 
document database to store scientific data, so as to ensure the high availability of data and 
improve the speed of data access. 
3.1.1. Distributed Storage of Scientific Data Sets 
In order to facilitate the storage of data and realize distributed storage of data sets, the author 
USES the concept of distributed storage of HDFS and the mechanism of backup to upload the 
data set to HDFS for storage. The command to upload the local data set to the specified path of 
the specified HDFS server is: hdfs dfs -put /root/bat-related virus data set /.7z 
/users/researcher01/pro01/datas, among these , the command of ”-put” is to upload the file 
to the HDFS server, ” /root/ bat-related virus data set.7z” is the data set about bat virus on the 
local server /root path in the local liunx system, ” /users/researcher01/pro01/datas” is the 
path on the HDFS server to store the data set to be uploaded, and the data access address to 
be stored in the metadata information. The command to store the dataset, see Figure 1. where 
two dataset files are uploaded to the HDFS distributed file system from the Linux server's 
local path. The details of the data set uploaded to the distributed file system can be viewed on 
port 50070, see Figure 2. 
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Figure 1: HDFS stores the dataset 

 

 
Figure 2: data set details in HDFS 

3.1.2. A Dataset Describes the Storage of Information 
Scientific data management according to different subjects and themes, generated from the 
scientific research project of scientific data to classify, analysis and processing of scientific 
data, the form data set, and extract the detailed information of the data set is created for each 
dataset the only resource locator, thus ensuring the uniqueness of the data set, the data set 
description and uniform resource locator encapsulated into packets, form a data set of 
metadata. Metadata is to describe data sets of data, at the same time, through the metadata of 
the uniform resource locator to find the corresponding data set, including its basic content, 
the basic information of the data: uniform resource locator, author, version, and the size of the 
data, data format, data collection of creation date, the latest release date and the number of 
data records, data description, description, keywords, such as data, contact information, 
contact person, contact phone number, email, address, etc., for example, the description 
"scientific data use" data set of metadata information format, see Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3: metadata information 

 
The metadata information, see Figure 3, is json-like data that can be easily stored in non-
relational databases, including MongoDB databases. SQL statements that store metadata 
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information in MongoDB are: db. meta_ data1. Insert ({“url”:” /users / researcher01 /pro01 
/datas/09 use of scientific data.avi”,}), among these, ”db” represents the currently selected 
database, ”meta_data1” is a collection of documents created in a database, the information 
between ”{” and ”}” is the metadata details of a dataset. The corresponding statement of 
storing metadata information in MongoDB database, see Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: insert metadata 

Two metadata messages are inserted, see Figure 4, among these, ”url” is the address of the 
actual storage location of the scientific dataset described in the metadata, through which the 
dataset can be accessed,”BlockID” is the ID of the data block stored by the data set in HDFS. 
Within HDFS, the node of nameNode can manage the information of the data block, so as to 
obtain the specific data block of the data set, and then integrate each data block to form the 
original data set. The data stored in MongoDB can be viewed by visual tools, see Figure 5. It 
can be seen that a unique "_id" index is automatically created for each metadata information 
in the MongoDB database, through which metadata information can be accessed and obtained.  
 

 
Figure 5: visualization of metadata information 

3.2. Scientific Data Management Methods  
Based on the above analysis, on the basis of existing research on scientific data management 
methods, this paper combined MongoDB document database with HDFS distributed file 
system to study a new method of scientific data management: unified management of 
distributed storage and metadata information. This method solves the problem of data loss 
and long-term storage to some extent, which can be analyzed from the following two aspects: 
HDFS distributed storage, MongoDB storage metadata information, and data access and 
acquisition. 
3.2.1. HDFS Distributed Storage 
The hadoop distributed file system storage and long-term preservation of scientific data, 
distributed file systems HDFS storage data sets, using the nameNode and the dataNode to 
manage scientific data together, first of all, the nameNode in recording the data of the stored 
data set piece of pool ID information, ID information of each data block, the number of data 
backup, data description information, etc.; Second, dataNode is specific data block node 
storing scientific data set, each stored in a data set to the HDFS, is on the basis of setting the 
size of the block of data, such as hadoop2. Default is 128 m, x shard the data set, the formation 
of multiple pieces of data, and to write a block of data information into the nameNode node, so 
as to realize the backup and distributed storage of data set, the block of data information after 
storage, see Figure 6, Figure 7. 
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Figure 6: details of data block 0 

 

 
Figure 7: details of data block 1 

3.2.2. MongoDb Stores Metadata 
Preserved by directing a database to store data set of metadata information on HDFS, describe 
the metadata information of the data set is a class of the json format some information using a 
combination of string, the format of the information, subject to the actual demand of the 
scientific research project, the built-in json format, thus increasing the efficiency of data 
search, the researchers by accessing the metadata information in the mongo, and then 
screening data set of information related to scientific research project, without direct access 
to the stored data set in the hadoop distributed file system, this reduces the time of frequent 
IO calls caused by accessing disk data and increases the efficiency of data access. 
3.2.3. Data Access and Retrieval 
Data sets the description of the information stored in the mongo collection in the database, 
each record in the collection, each data set is stored at the HDFS information, including data 
collection of information stored in the location of the HDFS URL, so in this paper through the 
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metadata information of corresponding value in the URL, and then get the detailed 
information of the data set, see Figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 8: acquisition of the dataset 

 
According to figure 8, firstly, the files under the "/opt/datasFromHDFS" folder are empty 
through Linux ll command; secondly, according to the value of url key in the metadata 
information stored in mongoDB database” /users/researcher01/pro01/datas/09 use of 
scientific data.avi” , use the -get command of HDFS to download the data set stored in HDFS to 
the local "/opt/datasFromHDFS"; Finally, look again at the file in the Linux local server 
/opt/datasFromHDFS folder and see that there is a data set "09 use of scientific data.avi", 
which is the data set downloaded from HDFS. Thus, mongoDB and HDFS are combined to 
realize data storage and access. 

4. Conclusion 

This paper studies the scientific data management method combining the HDFS distributed 
file system with the non-relational database MongoDB. On the one hand, this method USES the 
data set generated in the HDFS storage research project, which has been analyzed and 
processed. On this basis, the storage address of the data set is formed.On the other hand, the 
method extracts the storage address and description information of the data set to form the 
metadata information of the data set, describes the metadata information in json-like format, 
and stores it in the MongoDB document database.Through metadata information stored in 
MongoDB, researchers browse and filter the data set related to the research topic, obtain the 
corresponding value of the url key of the data set, and then download the data set stored in 
HDFS to realize the storage and access of data.This method is applied in the field of scientific 
data management and provides reference for scientific data management.However, in the 
research process, the author only considers the characteristics of massive heterogeneous data, 
and has not yet studied the data with small data volume. Therefore, the next step of the author 
will continue to study scientific data management methods, improve scientific data 
management methods in the field of scientific data management, and provide reference for 
the subsequent scientific research on data management. 
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